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1 Introduction 

The quest for vehicle efficiency improvement in the field of automotive power trains 
leads to many innovations. One of them, the Continuously Variable Transmission 
(CVT) can be seen as the optimal transmission due to its infinite number of gears. 
Therefore the engine revolutions can be chosen independently of the vehicle speed, 
which leads to the capabilities of faster acceleration on one side and low fuel 
consumption on the other side. 
Transmission efficiency improvement is a one on one vehicle efficiency 
improvement, unlike aerodynamically improvement and mass reduction. In a CVT the 
major losses can be found in the hydraulic unit as hydraulic losses and in the belt as 
mechanical losses. 
Due to the construction of a CVT the problem of slip is always present since it is a 
force-closed system. Traditionally adjusting a constant minimum clamping pressure, 
which in normal operation leads to over-clamping, solves this. This lowers the 
efficiency because of the energy dissipated by the hydraulics. Other clamping force 
strategies have been developed to cope with this problem, for example the safety 
factor principle from VDT and the slip control from LuK. As in most cases there is a 
trade-off between performance and durability, high slip percentages caused by low 
clamping forces lead to high efficiency but can cause wear. Low slip percentages can 
be reached by high clamping forces which leads to lower efficiency, less wear, but 
more fatigue. Between these two regions an optimal can be found where wear and 
fatigue are low, but eficiency is high. If we are capable of keeping the CVT in the 
optimal slip region we can improve the efficiency without significant durability loss. 
In this case an axial position sensor is used to measure the geometrical ratio, which 
enables us to compute the amount of slip. With an online clamping force controller it 
is possible to control the amount of slip, which leads to lower pressures and therefore 
a higher efficiency. The goal of this research is to evaluate the possibilities of a slip 
control strategy using simulations with a complete drive train model including a CVT 
variator model. In th s  report the used drive train model will be explained, together 
with the control principle and tuning. Next the system is tested for critical situations 
and the efficiency. In conclusion we take a closer look at the results and the final 
recommendations. 





2 Theory 

In Continuously Va+able Transmissions the power transfer from primary pulley to 
secondary pulley is based on friction, as it is a force-closed system. Of course the 
power can also be transmitted the other way round in case of engine braking. The 
possibility of transmitting power in a friction system is restricted by the effective 
traction coefficient pe8, which is defined in equation (1) [I]. 

In this equation T, represents the input torque, R, represents the input radius of the 
belt on the pulley, Fmi, represent the minimum clamping force and q5 is the pulley 
angle. This formula can be derived as shown in figure 1. 

Figure 1: Schematical layout of pulley-belt interaction forces 

Microslip operation is guaranteed as long as 

The tangential force Ft can be defined as a function of the input torque T, and the 
input radius R,. 

Combining equation leads to: 

The necessary axial clamping force is a function of the pulley angle: 



Together with equation this leads to: 

The traction coefficient pe# represents the capability of the system to transmit torque 
from driving pulley to driven pulley. A typical traction coefficient curve is shown in 
figure 2. This measured curve corresponds to the Lurge model for lubricated metal-to- 
metal contact as can be seen in appendix A. The traction coefficient increases linearly 
with an increase in slip but the system becomes unstable because the slip will increase 
indefinitely. As the torque transmission is increasing the system reaches its maximum 
traction coefficient and the belt starts to slip. This macro slip has a destructive effect 
on the contact bodies. 

Figure 2: Traction coefficient at 300rad/s, ratio low(0.4), medium (1.1) and overdrive (2.26) 

The slip in the CVT can be defined as shown in equation (7); it is a function of the 
theoretical and the practical ratio. 

Here mp and ms respectively represent the primary and secondary pulley speed and r d  
is defined as the speed ratio at zero load, which can be approximated by the ratio of 
the radii as shown in equation (8). 

With Rp represents the primary radius and R, represents the secondary radius. 



Besides the macro slip some micro slip is always present due to the play between the 
blocks in the belt. This can be visualised better in measurements with some removed 
blocks because the gaps between the blocks are larger. The effect of play can be seen 
clearly in figure 3. 

Figure 3: Traction coefficient in low, o, = 30rad/s, with increased gap (1.8mm) 

Prediction of micro slip is possible with the formulas from Kobayahsi [2]. This theory 
is listed in Appendix B. 
The importance of slip control is obvious. An increase in slip first leads to an increase 
in the traction coefficient; next the traction coefficient decreases which causes 
undefined slip. This leads to destructive effects, which lowers the fatigue life. 
Consequently small slip percentages would be preferable if no side effects were 
present. Because of the influence of the slip on the traction coefficient it incorporates 
effects on the torque transmission and thus on the efficiency. In figure 4 the efficiency 
for three ratios are shown. 

Figure 4: Efficiency at 300rad/s7 ratio l o ~ ( 0 . 4 ) ~  Medium (1.1) and overdrive (2.26) 



Obviously the influence of slip on the efficiency of the transmission is significant. 
The efficiency of medium ratios is larger because the blocks do not slip opposite to 
the bands, in contrast to the low and high ratios where an internal slip is present due to 
difference in radii of the belt and blocks. According to [3] efficiency improvements of 
5% are possible if the slip can be stabilized at approximately 1.5%. 



3 Modelling 

3.1 Drive Train Model 
The drivetrain model used consists of several elements that are shown below in figure 
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- 

vref a I'm 
Driver Engine 

Figure 5: Schematical drivetrain overview 
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The driver is modelled as a PID control for the input speed. Here the desired throttle 
position a is a function of the velocity error and it's derivatives according to equation 
(9). 

* 

In the engine the throttle position is translated into a torque. Dependent of the sign of 
the throttle position a positive engine torque is applied to the engine's flywheel or a 
negative motor torque is applied on the flywheel and a brake torque on the vehicle 
mass as given in equation (1 0). 

With the load torque from the variator and the motor torque the input speed of the 
variator can be determined as given in equation (1 1). 

Road 
Load F 



The vehicle speed is modelled according to the road load in equation (12). 

With the road load torque as given in equation (1 3). 

Here J,,, represents the inertia from the engine and transmission reduced on the 
wheels. 

3.2 Varia for Model 

The variator model consists of a force model, a slip model and a shifting model. The 
forcemodel describes the forces and torques acting on the variator. The slipmodel 
gives torque, which can be transmitted according to the theory in chapter 1. The 
shifting model determines the dynamical shifting behaviour of the variator. 

The shfting model used is the Ide-model. This model makes use of experimental 
clamping force data called P K S .  This KPKS is defined as the ratio between primary 
and secondary clamping force for a certain ratio and safety factor as given in equation 
(14) for which the variator does not shift. 

KPKS = 
Fp (r,, 7 S f  ) 

Fs (r,, , S f  

Besides the KPKS the model also makes use of an experimental value m which gives 
the shift speed influence as a function of the ratio. The Ide-model in equation (15) 
gives the ratio shifting speed. 

When the primary input speed n, and clamping forces F, and F, are known and the 
experimental maps, KPKS and m(r) the ratio can be determined. 
This ratio, the theoretical speed ratio at zero load r,~, differs fiom the loaded speed 
ratio r,. The slip in the variator can be determined with the input speed from the 
engine's flywheel and the vehcle speed fiom the vehicle model. With equation (7) the 
slip can be calculated. From a measurement map like figure 1 the traction coefficient 
can be determined as a function of the slip and the theoretical ratio. 



With this traction coeficient known the 
modified equation (1). 

input torque can be calculated with a 

(17) 

When torque loss is neglected the secondary pulley torque can be calculated 
according to equation (1 8). 

With the primary secondary torque known it is now possible to start all over again. 
The primary torque leads to a load on the engine's flywheel, and the secondary to a 
load on the vehicle. 

Since the theoretical ratio cannot be measured when slip is present it has to be defined 
in another way. The axial position of the moveable pulley is related to the pulley 
radius as can be seen in figure 6. 

Figure 6: Schematic layout of the relation of the radius and axial displacement. 

The relation is than given in equation (19). A change in radial position is linearly 
dependent on the axial displacement x and the pulley wedge angle 4. 

X 
R = R,, + ------ 

2 tan@) 

When the radius of one pulley is known it is possible to calculate the ratio due to the 
geometrical boundaries of the variator. The shaft distance and belt length determine 
the relation between the primary and secondary pulley radius. Schematically this is 
shown in figure 7. 

Figure 7: Schematical layout of belt length parts and relations. 



The total length of the belt L exists of several parts which can be expressed in terms 
of Rp, Rs, q~ and a as shown in equation (20). 

L = 2a cos p + (z -I- 29)Rp + (x - 2p)R, 

With R, and L known Rs and q~ can be calculated by iteration. 

Since the shifting mode! as mentioned in equation (15) Makes use of forces rather 
than pressures, these forces have to be calculated. Due to the fact that the hydraulic 
cylinders in the pulleys are rotating there is a centrifugal force present. The resulting 
clamping force as a function of the pressure is shown in equation (21). 

The constant C in this equation is dependant on the mass present in the cylinder as 
given in equation (22). 



4 Controller design 

The system we want to control is Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) because we 
have two inputs and two outputs as shown in figure 8. Primary and secondary 
pressures are the input, and the output consists of a ratio and a slip percentage. 
Ratio and slip are defined in equations (7) and (8), and are a function of the primary 
and secondary radii and speeds. 

Figure 8: Schematical representation of the system 

The primary and secondary pulley radii define the theoretical ratio ro. The radius of 
the primary pulley is calculated from a measured axial pulley position, and with a 
known belt length and shaft distance it is possible to compute the primary pulley 
radius as shown in equation (20). 

Conventional CVT control strategies make use of a predefined clamping force &om 
experimental results. The ratio is closed loop controlled by a hydraulic valve. Here the 
clamping force setpoint F, also has to be closed loop controlled based on constant 
slip. The ratio control is based on the ratio of clamping forces, the FPFS as given in 
equation (23). 

FP FPFS = - 
F, 

With this principle the control layout is given in figure 9. 

Figure 9: Control layout 
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The control layout from figure 9 consists of two Single Input Single Output, SISO 
loops. Since interaction is present between secondary and primary clamping forces 
simply SISO control strategies might not work. Since the focus of this assignment is 
more on the principle than on the optimal control the two PID controllers are tuned by 
hand. Conservative tuning is performed with safe margins for stability. More 
advanced techniques can be applied in the future. 



5 Simulation Results 

For slip control evaluation several simulations are performed to determine 
functionality and efficiency improvement. 

5.1 Functionality 

To test the control system some relevant tests have to be performed. Critical situations 
for 2 CVT ir, a car are kick dewn situztims 2 ~ d  emergemy hrzihg. To simidate these 
situations a reference velocity and a driver simulator have to be designed. The driver 
is simulated by a PID cruise control. Besides that a brake torque has to be generated 
in case of desired deceleration. Values for simulation are typical for a C-class vehcle 
and can be found in appendix C. 

First test for simulation is the kick down fiom standstill to top speed. Target of this 
test is to keep the peak value of the slip within the 10% limit. Within this limit no 
excessive wear can be expected according to [3]. The slip perfectly tracks the 
reference when no time delay is present as can be seen on the left side of figure 10, on 
the right hand the slip is plotted in case of a delay of 70ms. This is the maximum 
delay at which the results are accqtable; above 70ms the system becomes unstable. 

Figure 10: Slip percentage during kickdown, without hydraulic delay (left) and with 70ms 
hydraulic delay (right). 

Emergency braking is relevant to test if the system shifts quickly enough. Modern 
cars with ABS have a maximal deceleration of 8 d s 2 .  A kerb weight of 1300 kg 
results in a braking torque of 3.1kNm with a rd, of 0.3m. In overdrive situation at 
1500rpm we have to shift down to low as soon as possible. As can be seen at the left 
in figure 11 the system lacks shifting speed, the low ratio, 0.48 is not reached before 
the vehicle stops (v=O). 
On the right hand of figure 11 we can see that the primary pressure is already at 
maximum and the secondary at minimum. Therefore the actuation system might be 
underpowered; increasing the pressure might be useful. On the other hand the ratio is 
close to 0.5 and therefore it should not be a problem to start. 



Figure 11: Emergency brake ratiochange (left) and clamping forces (right) 

5.2 Efficiency 

Efficiency of drive trains is traditionally evaluated on standardized road cycles. These 
road cycles are an equivalent of the real life situation common for most passenger 
cars. The test cycle chosen is the Extra Urban Driving Cycle (EUDC) since this is the 
standard in the European Community. This cycle consists of four equal urban parts 
that resemble driving in a city. The last part includes driving outside the city with 
speeds u ~ j  to 120Lili. me ve!oe:lty p f i k  of this test cycle is slmwn in fig;re 12. 

Figure 12: EUDC velocity profile 

The conventional strategy for CVT control consists of a minimal clamping force 
based on equation (6) with a torque setpoint of 30 Nm. The strategy's clamping force 
setpoint is shown in figure 13. As can be seen there is always a minimal clamping 
force of 2.5 to 5 kN to prevent belt slip due to torque perturbations. The torque 
setpoint is taken from the Engine Control Unit (ECU) but this may differ from the 
actual input torque due to road influences and deviation of engine torque from 
expected value. In case of reasonable braking a "brake safety" is applied at the 
secondary pulley, which equals the maximal clamping force 



Figure 13: Traditional CVT clamping force strategy 

Figure 14 shows the clamping forces for both traditional control and slip control. The 
overall clamping force level is decreased for the slip control strategy. 

Figure 14: Secondary clamping force comparison for traditional (solid) and slip control (dotted) 



The result of a lower clamping force level can be seen in figure 15 at the right. The 
mean value of slip for traditional control is 0.6% compared to 1.5% for slip control. 
The torque losses are shown at the left. The torque loss level for slip control is lower 
compared to the traditional control. 

Figure 15: Torque losses (left) and slip losses (right) for traditional- (solid) and slipcontrol 
(dotted) 

The efficiency results of the EUCD cycle are shown in figure 16. The conventional 
strategy has a drive train efficiency of 79.01% whereas the slip control strategy 
compietes fhe test at 8%.7i%. Tnis leads to a 5 percentage relative increase in 
efficiency. This improvement corresponds with the results found by [3]. 

Figure 16: Efficiency comparison between conventional- and slip control 

The cause of this difference can be explained by the fact that variator efficiency is 
mainly influenced by two elements, ratio and clamping force. Measured variator 
torque losses from a Jatco CK2 transmission are shown in figure 17. Since the 
conventional control strategy uses calculated torque values to define the clamping 
force setpoint it always has to include a safety margin. This safety consists of a 
minimal value for 30Nm and a 30% overclamping value. Since slip control makes use 



of the actual measured efficiency variable, slip that is related to the traction 
coefficient, an online clamping force can be controlled. Therefore the slip control 
always uses the minimal clamping force in contrast with the traditional control that 
uses a safety margin that leads to higher clamping forces. Since variator torque losses 
and clamping forces are related this leads to higher losses and thus lower efficiency. 

Figure 17: Influence of ratio and clamping force on torque losses of a Jatco CK2 variator 

Due to the demand for lower clamping forces by the slip control strategy lower 
hydraulic pressure is demanded too. For the EUCD cycle the mean pressure equals 
3.28 par] and 6.775 [bar] for respectively slip control and traditional control. Since 
the motor torque required driving the pump is directly related to the pump's pressure 
lower power consumption from the pump can be expected. 





6 Conclusions and recommendations 

In conventional CVT control strategies the clamping forces are very high due to the 
fact that experimental data is used and the real situation may differ fi-om experimental. 
Therefore a large safety margin is built in to cope with disturbances, which causes 
overclamping. 
This overclamping has two main disadvantages; the mechanical efficiency of the 
transmission is decreased and higher forces demand higher pressures, which lead to 
more hydraulic losses. 
By using online slip control the amount of slip can be adjusted to the percentage 
where the mechanical efficiency is highest. 
Due to the fact that no safety is built in the controller should have a quick response. 
As discussed in chapter 5.1, time delay due fo the hydraulic system will decrease the 
bandwidth. Attention should be paid to this point during implementation. The shifting 
speed is sufficient in case of emergency braking. 
The clamping force level for slip control is smaller than the one in case of traditional 
control. Therefore the slip levels are larger, and the torque losses smaller. This has it's 
drawback on the efficiency. 
Efficiency simulations on the EUDC test cycle lead to a 5% increase in mechanical 
efficiency of the variator for slip control strategy. Lower clamping forces also lead to 
lower hydraulic pressures, which decreases the power consumption by the hydraulic 
oil pump. 
Since at the time of this research no hardware was available for validation it is 
recommended to validate the results. The simple controller used in this research 
works but a more robust one might be useful due to the critical function of the slip 
control. 





Appendix A 

The friction coefficient ,u can be computed with the Lugre model, which gives the 
fiction coefficient for lubricated metal contacts. Measurements have shown that this 
model resembles the results from the beltbox. 

With: 

With ao, a1 and co system dependent constants. 



Appendix B 

Micro slip can be predicted with the formulas from Kobayashi [2]. It is caused by 
gaps between the blocks on the idle part ly of the driving pulley as shown in 

The micro slip is a function of the gap distance 8m and the block thickness d. 

The gap 8m depends on the idle arc ly, which is the angle of the idle block, the radius 
RP,, and the d which is mentioned before. 

The total gap & is a function of the initial gap 2% and the gap due to internal stresses 
in the bands a. 

The gap 645 can be calculated with a force model of the belt. Elastic behavior of the 
belt leads to an increased gap size. 



Appendix C 

Simulated Vehicle Parameters: 

Parameter Value 
Vehicle mass 
Wheel radius 
Frontal area 

Cw value - 

Max. Torque Nm 
Max. Clamping Force 1 80 1 kN 
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